N Wales GSD Club Rally
Judge: Thelma Cook – level 2
Scribe: Denise Byrne

Sunday 7 th April 2019

Huge Thank You to Margaret Booth for inviting me to judge at this lovely friendly show and for
looking after us so well and also to Denise, worth her weight in gold, an excellent scribe.
1st ALISON DYER & MISTY MOO GIRL
208/210
This fabulous Lurcher did a cracking round, such a lovely rapport between Moo and her Mum, a
great future in Rally!
2nd BRIAN PATCHETT & GOLDMALI NEVER ENDING STORY
208/210
Merlin the Malinois and his Dad did a wonderful round, a joy to watch, just 4 seconds slower
than the winner! And how nice to have a gentleman in the class.
3rd ROSALIN FOUNDE & LITTLE CHOCOLATE TRIO
208/210
Toby the WSD and Rosalin also did a nearly perfect round and by chance lost the same 2 marks
as Moo and Merlin, just slightly slower (Thank heavens for stop watches).
4th GILL ARMSTRONG & AUSTMANS OMEGA NEBULA
205/210
A quality round from Cara (Aust Cattle Dog), would have won the class but for Mum kicking the
sign. This girl will go far.
5th SALLY HALLMARK & JENCRO JESTING
200/210
I have huge respect for handlers training and working smaller breeds, this little Poodle Tippy
worked so hard for her Mum, the positions were a bit costly today.
6th GILLIAN CHARLESWORTH & BOWSHELLA HARBOUR LIGHTS OVER
GINNEYLANDS
200/210
Watson, the Retriever, was a lovely dog to see working, the Sit/Stand being the main loss, just
nano seconds slower than Tippy.
Those were the dogs in the rosettes but I also had others who gained Qualifying Scores:Zara (GSD) 199
Maisie (BC) 198 – 12 years old!
Lottie (Poodle) 198
Sadie (Cairn T) 196
Dot (BC) 193
Dexter (XB) 190
and finally
Root (Estrella) 185
Off all the dogs who did not quite manage a Qualifying Score most of you were within a
“Gnat’s whisker” of getting there, another show could see very different scores.

